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Are you afraid of data disclosure? Do you store confidential info that should not be saved in the hard
drive? Then you need Portable CyberShredder, a tool that can help you permanently delete documents,
pictures, and even multimedia files. You no longer need to rely on deep sub folders or file names, since
this application will take care of all types of files — and with excellent efficiency. Just drag and drop any
files/folders you want to erase into this app and in a couple of clicks they’ll be deleted, without the need
to erase them manually. Recycle the deleted items right away! In the interface, Portable CyberShredder
offers you three shredding modes, including quick and 7-pass shredding. You will be able to choose the
shredding speed you want, and also apply constraints, such as the number of shredding passes. More
than that, the software offers a File Unlock function, which lets you scan all the files you had encrypted
with the Free Unlocker prior to that. Get rid of even the private and sensitive stuff in the drive, and get
rid of any traces! Features – Fast and efficient deletion of files – Easy to use tool, from beginners to
experts – Disables the recycle bin – Minimalist interface, so that you can delete all the info you want –
Quickly resets the drive – Encrypts/ decrypts the files in the drive – Run directly from USB flash drives –
7-Pass shredding mode, including high security levels – Automatically backs up data before shredding –
Multi shredding mode – Free Unlocker integration – Batch shredding mode – Advanced parameters (see
inside) – Supports all versions of Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 10) – Microsoft Office supported formats –
No system-specific requirements Criminals have created new viruses in order to bypass antivirus
software, and these can be found on the web. The problem is that these "orphans" are usually the result
of a virus outbreak that disrupted the criminal and created a "orphan virus." When this happens, the
virus gets rid of itself, only to be replaced by other viruses that don't have any parents. The body that
monitors viruses for Microsoft has been looking for such situations and is warning users that a trojan
horse can be found in your system. This is a sample of the Trojan horse that can be found on
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Seagate Storage Utilities provides a great deal of functions for data management, shredding, and
security. It can shred and restore files with single or multiple passwords, and it offers different data-
shredding speeds depending on how large the data is. You can let a program shred on command or
schedule it to run periodically. The program can save files on or external Hard Disk, USB Flash Drive, or
CD-RW discs, making it a must-have utility for a varied number of reasons. Processing multiple files and
folders at once The program allows you to shred a bunch of files or folders at once. You can even specify
the number of files or folders you want to shred together at once and store them on an archive disc. You
can even specify the files or folders by name when the program asks you to enter it. The newly created
archive file or disc can be written directly to another medium (hard disk, USB flash, CD-RW or DVD-RW),
so you can store the archive to your desktop if you have Windows Vista, or use it to wipe free space on
Windows XP, Windows 2003. Advanced options The program includes several options for optimizing data
destruction (bypassing Windows and third-party software restrictions), protecting the source data, and
customizing the application: A detailed report. You can choose to receive a detailed report on all actions
performed (for example, for shredding to external disc, the number of files, and the resulting size). If you
have the option to enable it, the report also includes all data-destroying settings. For example, the report
tells you the following information (see below). Shredding speed settings You have different options to
select the number of passes to achieve a better destruction speed. The data shredding passes are shown
on the left side of the program window. Advanced settings for Windows The program gives you the
possibility to specify the following advanced settings for Windows: To prevent Windows from auto-
locking the media (hard disk, removable disk, and USB Flash), or simply to open the associated file
browser. To open the media with a new, temporary location. To allow the program to access files that
are not accessible to Windows, even though the program is running as administrator. To shred files and
folders with the ability to customize the number of passes and types of files the program will shred. To
shred files and folders without the ability to customize the number of passes or aa67ecbc25
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Portable CyberShredder is a secure deletion application whose purpose is to help you wipe out files
permanently from your computer. It can be deployed on all Windows flavors out there. Keep it on
portable devices This is the portable version of CyberShredder which makes it an ideal candidate for
being saved on USB flash drives. You can gain access to the tool’s features by simply running the
executable file (there’s no installation included in the process). A quick deletion task is sufficient for
getting rid of the utility because it does not store entries in your Windows registry. Minimalist looks You
are welcomed by a clean and simple layout that hides only a few configuration settings under the hood.
The dedicated parameters look highly intuitive so you can easily make an idea about how to tweak them.
Secure deletion tasks Portable CyberShredder gives you the possibility to delete sensitive data by simply
dragging and dropping files and folders directly in the primary window. The application is able to shred
multiple files at the same time and you may add folders or files. What’s more, you can make the utility
remain on top of other programs, confirm or skip file deletion tasks, as well as choose between three
shredding modes, including the NSA approved seven-pass file deletion method. Tests have shown that
Portable CyberShredder carries out a task quickly and without errors. It eats up from a moderate up to a
high amount of CPU and memory resources so the overall performance of the computer is not affected.
Final words All things considered, Portable CyberShredder offers a simple software solution for helping
you delete private information, and can be configured by rookies and professionals alike. Portable
CyberShredder Manual: Portable CyberShredder is a secure deletion application whose purpose is to help
you wipe out files permanently from your computer. It can be deployed on all Windows flavors out there.
Keep it on portable devices This is the portable version of CyberShredder which makes it an ideal
candidate for being saved on USB flash drives. You can gain access to the tool’s features by simply
running the executable file (there’s no installation included in the process). A quick deletion task is
sufficient for getting rid of the utility because it does not store entries in your Windows registry.
Minimalist looks You are welcomed by a clean and simple layout that hides only a few configuration
settings under the hood. The dedicated parameters look highly intuitive so

What's New in the?

A secure method for deleting files permanently from your computer Fantastic for all those looking to
erase something from their computer Reduced power requirements for maximum performance Cleans
up entire hard drive or partitions with a single click Finds lost files and folders, including those
overwritten by a restore point (up to 7 versions back) Shred files using an advanced seven-pass
algorithm, or shred to recoverable ASCII-art trash patterns Shreds files older than 30 days Shreds files
older than 30 days, archives older than 90 days, USB drives, and network drives (up to 13 disks or
network locations) Recovers permanently erased files and folders from Windows FAT/NTFS partitions,
including even if they have been formatted or re-imaged Recovers files/folders using an advanced seven-
pass algorithm. The recovered data is in a format readable by any text editor Eliminates files/folders by
shredding in seven pass mode Kills disk drives, external hard drives, solid-state drives, and USB disks
Use the click of a button to permanently erase files and folders from Windows, Linux, Mac, UEFI, and
other (even those stored in encrypted file containers or in the BitLocker format) Delivers seven-pass
secure deletion with an advanced algorithm that writes the data at different speeds using an encryption
algorithm that makes it impossible for anyone to recover the data Tests in real-world scenarios have
shown that CyberShredder reliably eliminates files from the Windows environment, even after two
months (older than average), and without any errors in the hard drive How CyberShredder Works: Once
you launch CyberShredder and select the erase files button, the application immediately starts. A
notification window will appear so that you can select the drives and folders you want to destroy.
CyberShredder then goes to work processing all the files and folders selected by you. In the background,
CyberShredder deletes individual files and folders using seven-pass shredding mode, overwriting files
with random characters as part of the process. For example, this way, you are assured that even if
someone has used the file recovery techniques, you will still be able to access the file. Besides, even a
professional data recovery expert will not be able to reverse the process, because the process will erase
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the file in such a way that no one can possibly recover the data. At the same time, you can
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System Requirements For Portable CyberShredder:

* NVIDIA GTX 770/AMD HD 7870 * Intel Core i3 2500K * Windows 7 64-bit * DirectX 11 compatible GPU *
8GB RAM * 100MB free disk space * NVIDIA control panel is recommended * FreeSurface Pro is
recommended * GNU/Linux * Gedit, Vim or Notepad++ editors Windows Instructions: Open the file
GFXCaptureSetup.ini (GfxCaptureSetup.ini is located in the root of your FreeSurface source directory
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